Texas Rich

One of those rare books, the kind the reader
doesnt want to end. Green Bay Press
Gazette The first in Fern Michaels
bestselling Texas series, Texas Rich
introduces us to passionately compelling
Billie Ames...Young Billie Ames was
naive but a real knockout when she met
Moss Coleman at the Philadelphia Navy
Yard during World War II. Within a few
months she was pregnant and married to
him. It was a marriage that brought
Billie--and her mother, Agnes--across the
country to Austin, to a 250,000-acre spread
called Sunbridge, and into the world of the
Texas rich.Billie works to acclimate to
Texas and her new home at Sunbridge, her
role as Moss wife, and the challenges she
faces from her social-climbing mother, her
gruff and demanding father-in-law, and the
events of the world around her. We see
Billie grow stronger in heart, mind, and
belief as her children are born, her
marriage to Moss changes, and she comes
into her own as a Coleman--and a woman
in her own right. A big, rich book in every
way....I thinkFern Michaels has struck oil
with this one. Patricia Matthews A
steaming, sprawling saga...As always, Fern
Michaels writes a full story with
bigger-than-life characters we would look
forward to meeting. Romantic Times Fine
fare for Fern Michaelss fans! The
Philadelphia Inquirer 302,000 Words
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A look inside the lives of the wealthiest Texans Editorial Reviews. Review. A big, rich book in every way, rich in
characterization, rich in plot, and rich in emotion. I think Fern Michaels has struck oil with thisThe extraordinary novel
that introduces the unforgettable Coleman family--and the brilliant heroine who began a powerful American dynasty
Young Billie AmesDifferent states have different stereotypes of wealth. In New York, its hard-driving guys and gals in
suits, while in California, its pleasure-seekers in limousines.Standing out amongst her most treasured works is the
breathtaking Texas series. Now for the first time in a new hardcover edition comes Texas Rich, theFor more than 20
years, I have been delivering dynamic and unique Photography products and designs to our Clients out there in the Hot
Rod Community.The Big Rich: The Rise and Fall of the Greatest Texas Oil Fortunes is the fifth book by Bryan
Burrough, published in 2009. The book tells the story of four Texas They may still be billionaires, but theyre no longer
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rich enough to make the Forbes 400. Another conspicuous absence from this Texas rich listTexas Rich (Texas, #1),
Texas Heat (Texas, #2), Texas Fury (Texas, #3), and Texas Sunrise (Texas, #4)Texas Rich has 3157 ratings and 114
reviews. Dawn said: Plot summary: self-centered rich people do selfish things.I was visiting my family, and ran ouRichs
Brownsville, Texas plant was recently honored with a Performance Excellence Award from the Texas Manufacturing
Assistance Center (TMAC) of The There is a big difference between living in a state with rich people and living in a
rich state. Hawaii is definitely one of the former. Texas rich got richer in the last year. In Forbes 2017 ranking of richest
Americans, 34 Texans claimed spots among the wealthiest in the U.S.
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